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Over the past few years the Internet has 

become the most important source of 
information, news and entertainment in most 
households. According to Jupiter Research, a 
significant number of consumers report they’d 
prefer giving up their cars, shopping sprees, pay 
TV, and movies before surrendering their 
broadband. And although Internet users access 
information in all formats, text, images, video 
and audio, online video appears to be the 
fastest growing type of all. In December 2008, 
comScore reported a 45% increase in video  

 
 
 
 
views over last year. 
(www.comscore.com/press/release.asp?press=
2616) In addition, in January 2009 eMarketer 
revealed that 66% of marketers planed to focus 
on online video during 2009. 
(http://www.emarketer.com/Article.aspx?id=10
06848)  
As more and more consumers watch video on 
the web, advertisers, marketers and content 
producers are getting serious about monetizing 
online video.  
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In this white paper we will discuss how content 
owners can generate revenue from online 
video, show different ways to monetize video 
content and reveal which online video 
monetization model works best. We will also 
point out several factors that content owners 
should consider when choosing a platform for 
publishing, distributing and monetizing online 
video.  
 
Developing your online video 
monetization strategy 
So how can you, as a content owner make 
money with your web video? And what is the 
most effective online video business model? 
Unfortunately, as of today, there is none. 
Online video is still a pretty new phenomenon 
which is rapidly evolving. Recent report from 
Interactive Advertising Bureau showed 123 
percent annual growth of online video 
advertising.  
(http://www.techcrunch.com/2009/03/30/iab-
reports-internet-advertising-grew-10-percent-
last-year-outpacing-tv/)  
 
These numbers indicate how rapidly the 
industry is changing. Along the way, ROI 
benchmarks and industry standards are 
changing as well. What we know for sure is that 
it’s not about what monetization model works 
best. It’s about what monetization model works 
best for your business. And finding multiple 
ways to make money with your web video 
means more chances for success. 
 
So, here are just a few ways to generate 
revenue from your online video content, 
destination or community: 
 
Advertising – eMarketer predicts $580 million 
in online video ad spending this year, which 
will increase to $5.8 billion by 2013. 
(www.emarketer.com/Article.aspx?id=1006485) 
Pre- and post-roll advertisements, overlay ads, 
banners and total sponsorships are the most 
common ad formats associated with online 
video. Cost per click (CPC), cost per thousand 

(CPM) and cost per action (CPM) are just some 
of the ways to measure advertising 
effectiveness and organize your payout 
structure. But you can also set a flat fee. A big 
key here is finding an online video publishing 
platform that lets you mix it up to provide a 
better overall user experience and increase 
impact by giving advertisers more options as to 
where and when their ads are displayed. You 
can find examples of online video advertising 
on almost any site that streams web video. 
 
When looking for and attracting advertisers, 
focus on selling your audience, not your 
content. At the end of the day, this is who 
advertisers really want to reach. Having a large 
following or a passionate online video 
community is always a plus when negotiating 
advertising payouts. 
 
 
Sponsorship –In this model, a sponsor pays a 
lump sum to have exclusive (or preferred) rights 
to all the advertising space on the video 
destination site. Sponsorship provides more 
intensive brand-involvement than advertising 
because a sponsor integrates into the site 
design, ads, content and overall user 
experience. Video advertising, branded 
entertainment, product placement, banner ads, 
web page branding, video player branding, 
user-generated contests are all ways to create a 
sponsored community that will generate a 
steady flow of revenue for the content owner.  
 
(http://www.Dadlabs.com), a video website and 
community for modern dads, is sponsored by 
BabyBjorn baby carrier.  The BabyBjorn brand 
and products are integrated into the site’s 
banner ads, pre-roll advertisements and even 
videos. 
 
WQYK TV (http://wqyktv.tampadigital.com), an 
online video ‘extension’ of the Tampa Bay’s 
country music station, is another great example 
of a sponsored community. Budweiser has 
sponsored the site’s video player, including 
several custom branded personal video players, 
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as well as provided video and banner 
advertising. 
 
Not all video publishing platforms support 
sponsorships. To take advantage of this 
monetization model, you need to have total 
control over the environment surrounding your 
video content and advertising associated with 
it. As with the advertising model, having an 
online video community will make attracting an 
interested sponsor easier and help you get 
higher sponsorship rates.  
 
Subscription – Subscriptions are used to 
provide access to premium content for a 
recurring fee. In general, there are two types of 
subscriptions. The first one is like selling virtual 
tickets to concerts, shows and athletic events. 
For example, Butch Trucks, one of the original 
members of the Allman Brothers Band, 
launched an online music community 
Moogis.com that is currently offering a $125 
subscription to the Allman Brothers’ annual run 
of 15 live shows. In September 2008, The 
National Hockey League introduced 
GameCenter Live, a Web streaming service that 
allowed subscribers to watch almost every 
game live directly from NHL’s. Access to 
GameCenter Live costs $169 for the full season. 
 
 Another type of subscription is when an 
audience member pays a recurring fee to access 
premium-quality, on-demand content that is 
regularly updated.  It works best for niche 
content communities because audiences are 
inclined to pay a reasonable fee to access 
videos not available anywhere else.  
 
Regardless of the type of subscription, the best 
subscription model strategy includes some 
amount of free content followed by 
professionally produced, exclusive content for 
subscribers. 
 
Pay-per-view – In this video 
monetization model a user pays to 
view exclusive time- and format-
sensitive content. Like in a 

subscription model, it works best 
when selling “tickets” to live web 
events. Pay-per-view helps 
generate revenue by attracting 
audiences that otherwise couldn’t 
or wouldn’t attend. It also helps 
build online communities via 
interactive tools such as live chat, 
commenting, rating and more. 
Universities like the University of 
California and Cornell University 
have used pay-per-view model to 
generate additional revenue from 
their athletic events. 
 
Pay-per-view can also work for 
entertainment, education and 
movie-rental sites like 
http://www.cinemanow.com.  
 
Affiliate networks and paid syndication – The 
Internet is an accessible medium where global 
communities of content, distribution, 
consumers and advertisers can cross-market to 
create leveraged commercial value. So, 
businesses, online communities or websites 
that don’t have their own videos will pay for 
access to relevant, premium content libraries or 
channels. In the affiliate (syndication) model, a 
brand or site wants to “own” your content for 
their audience and integrates your videos into 
their site design, ads or existing content.  
 
You will make a deal with a syndicating site 
depending on your business model. You can ask 
for a share of revenue that comes from 
advertising associated with your content. You 
can sell partial or exclusive rights to your 
videos.  You can even give out your content for 
free if it means more eyeballs for you and your 
advertisers/sponsors. 
 
Video syndication is becoming more and more 
popular as media companies, marketers and 
online communities recognize the opportunities 
associated with online video. Recently, 
Thomson Reuters Corp announced that it would 
launch a video news service in June. The service 
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will provide live and on-demand financial 
programming provided by Reuters’ staff as well 
as third party content owners. 
(http://uk.reuters.com/article/companyNews/i
dUKTRE52203D20090303?pageNumber=1&virt
ualBrandChannel=0)  
 
Product placement – Product placement, or 
embedded marketing, means that a product or 
brand becomes part of the content. A deal is 
usually made before the content is produced. 
Depending on your business needs, you can 
choose to get paid for deliberately placing a 
product within the context of your video or 
reduce the cost of production by negotiating 
deals for purchases and rental fees. To place a 
product within your content, you can have 
video characters interact with this product 
directly or indirectly, or a product logo can 
appear in background. 
 
Product placement is believed to be more 
effective that straight-forward advertising 
because it creates a stronger emotional bond 
with the product. However, TV and online video 
viewers are becoming more aware of this 
marketing technique, so products you choose to 
‘embed’ in your videos need to resonate with 
your audience. One way to ensure positive 
outcome is to disclose your product placement 
agreement. Producers of Lonelygirl15 
(www.lonelygirl15.com) webisodes did just 
that. In addition, they polled the audience for 
approval before placing such brands and 
products as Neutrogena, Milton Bradley, Ice 
Breakers Sours Gum and the movie, Jumper. 
 
Branded Entertainment – Branded 
entertainment is content produced or used by a 
company to communicate its brand. The 
purpose of it is to promote deep brand 
engagement and build strong relationships with 
customers that extend beyond a product. 
Whether you are a marketer or a content 
producer, keep in mind that audience is an 
integral part of any branded entertainment 
strategy. In his Video Insider article Making 
Branded Entertainment Work For You, Chris 

Young writes: “It's [branded entertainment, 
auth.] content, so it needs to grow an audience, 
come out in a webisodic fashion on a regular 
basis, and encourage continued discussion and 
interaction with users. One should think of it as 
a much longer campaign where you look for 
friends, make friends and work to maintain 
those friendships.” 
(http://www.mediapost.com/publications/?fa=
Articles.showArticle&art_aid=89324) So, you’ll 
need an online video publishing platform that 
provides all the necessary interactive and 
sharing features that will help you engage and 
grow your audience. 
 
With branded entertainment, the content of 
your videos will depend on a message that the 
brand wants to get across. For example, Disney 
has a branded entertainment website 
family.com where visitors watch videos and 
read articles that offer advice on topics like 
nutrition, parenting, games, crafts and more.    
 
IPTV – In this monetization model, content is 
delivered over a broadband connection to TVs, 
usually through a set-top box. Today, a variety 
of set-top boxes are available. And some new 
models of TV monitors already have set-top 
boxes integrated into them. 
 
An IPTV video monetization model works best 
for larger content producers or content 
aggregators that provide exclusive niche 
content. An example of this is the IPTV strategy 
of broadcaster 3ABN, a faith-based 
programming provider. 3ABN’s on-demand 
lineup consists of family, kids, evangelism, 
sermons, music, health and cooking programs 
and more. 
 
D-Commerce/E-Commerce – There are two 
types of commerce, with digital (or d-
commerce) involving the purchase or rental of 
digital content, and traditional e-commerce, 
which relates to the online purchase of physical 
goods.  In the first case, online video content is 
used to drive sales by promoting a product or 
service or providing entertainment to site 
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visitors that increases engagement. A growing 
amount of online merchants are recognizing the 
sales power of online video. A recent Internet 
Retailer report, “Website Design, Content and 
Rich Media” showed that 43.3% of merchants 
will update their e-commerce sites with video in 
2009. In addition, comScore reported that the 
number of online shoppers who watch retail 
videos grew 40% since 2008. 
(http://www.reelseo.com/ecommerce-2009/)  
 
Borders is among the first online retailers to use 
video to attract and engage customers. Borders 
Live at 01 (www.bordersmedia.com/liveat010) 
is an online channel that educates and 
entertains site visitors while building brand 
awareness and showcasing particular products. 
Another online merchant, ArchieMcPhee.com, 
leveraged online video during 2008 holiday 
season by boosting sales for a $6.95 blow-up 
inflatable fruit cake. According to director of 
marketing David Wahl, within only 12 hours of 
launching the video ad campaign, fruit cake 
sales jumped 500 percent. 
 
The second monetization model is when your 
video content is the product. Per-per-view, pay-
per-download, subscriptions and video 
syndication are all ways to ‘sell’ your content. 
 

Choosing an Internet TV 
platform that works for you 
 
An appropriate video publishing 
and distribution platform is crucial 
to execution and success of any 
online video monetization 
strategy. So, here are a few things 
you need to consider when 
choosing an Internet TV platform 
that works for you. 
 
Monetization options. As we have previously 
mentioned, finding multiples ways to monetize 
your content results in higher revenues and 
gives your business more chances for success. 
This is why you need a platform that supports 

various monetization models. In addition, think 
for the future. What if you business grows or 
your business needs change? You need a 
platform that provides you with as many 
monetization options as possible. 
 
Free video hosting websites like YouTube or 
Metacafe are an easy choice for amateur and 
professional producers looking to publish their 
video content online and generate some extra 
cash. Some of those sites are already offering 
advertising payout programs to publishers. But 
only top YouTube publishers can participate in 
their revenue sharing program. And even then, 
the payout rate may be lower than expected, 
with some quoting about $1 CPM. 
(http://thedollarfactory.com/blog/2008/04/17/
youtube-cpm-is-really-low-says-the-data/)  With 
your own Internet TV platform, you manage the 
revenue with some sites generating $15 CPMs 
for display ads and $30 CPMs for pre- and post-
roll video ads.  
(http://www.reelseo.com/video-advertising-
cpms-bargain) You can also control what ads 
are associated with your content to get the best 
match. 
 
Control. Content owners large and small may 
pay a high price for using free video sharing 
sites.  Playlists featuring other artists, search 
bars and even the pending wave of Hollywood-
produced content threaten every content 
owner relying solely on free video hosting sites 
for distribution and monetization of their online 
video. When you let a third-party site host, 
distribute and monetize your content, giving up 
control is an inevitable trade-off.  
 
To get the most out of your online video 
business, you need a platform that gives you 
total control over your content, audience, 
monetization options as well as the 
environment surrounding your videos. You 
want to drive your audience to a branded 
destination or be able to easily re-brand your 
site, player and content if a sponsor wants to 
take over.  
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As mentioned in the Advertising section, giving 
options as to where, when and in what format 
ads are displayed yields better advertising 
results and provides more room for negotiating 
higher ad rates. Control over advertising 
associated with your content is crucial. 
And don’t forget about your audience. Third-
party sites disclose little information on who 
and how is watching your videos. This 
information can provide great insights for 
marketers and be a valuable asset for content 
producers seeking to attract advertisers. 
 
Analytics and Data Management. Marketers 
and content producers alike should take into 
consideration analytics and data management 
capabilities of the online video platform they 
choose. For marketers, comprehensive viewer 
usage and click-thru stats bundled with their 
community members’ personal information 
provide a valuable insight into their target 
market. Content producers can use this 
information when negotiating deals with 
advertisers and sponsors. 
 
Interactive and Social Media Features. Over the 
past few years, the Internet has become an 
increasingly social space. This is where people meet 
and interact. They comment on, share and 
repurpose information. Following this trend, 
interactive features like commenting, sharing, rating, 
voting, user-generated uploads and live chat have 
become an expected part of the user experience 
when it comes to online video. Plus, these 
interactive tools are essential for building online 
video communities. 
 
You also need to consider how easy it is for your 
content to be shared. According to a recent study by 
Tube Mogul, social networks and blogs refer more 
consumers to online video that video search engines. 
(http://www.tubemogul.com/research/index.php?r=
19) So, some of the questions you should be asking 
your Internet TV platform provider are: Can your 
community members easily email links to your 
videos to their friends or post the elsewhere? Can 
they embed videos on their personal websites, blogs 
and social networking sites? And what happens to 
advertising associated with a video once this 
video leaves your site? 

 
Live Streaming.  Streaming video live might not 
be a part of your online video monetization 
strategy today, but some monetization models 
like pay-per-view and subscriptions work best 
as ‘tickets’ to live events,  especially when it 
comes to sports, music, entertainment, news 
training and education.    

Conclusion 
From advertising, to branded 
entertainment, to subscriptions and 
pay-per-view, the ways to monetize 
online video are virtually endless. 
Unfortunately, as of today, there’s 
no single monetization models that 
has proven to be the most effective. 
The online video industry is changing 
so rapidly that half of the statistics 
and examples in this white paper 
may no longer be relevant by the 
time you finish this page.  What we 
do know is that the big secret to a 
successful online video strategy is to 
determine multiple monetization 
options that work best for you and 
find an Internet TV platform that 
gives you control and capabilities 
you need to execute your strategy 
and grow your business. 
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